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EXT. SCHOOL PLAYGROUND- 10AM

FADE IN

Kids messing about and girls gossiping away in a corner

about boys.

KATE, 14, school uniform.

JILL, 14, school uniform.

KATE

So Jill, is there any boys here you

like?

JILL

Hmmmm.

She points over to Jack.

JACK, 15, school uniform.

....I quite like him.

KATE

I’m going to ask him out for you.

Kate walks over to him as Jill gets adrenaline.

Jill looks over and smiles as he turns around and smiles

back.

KATE

He said yes.

Jack and Jill run up towards each other meeting each other

in a hug.

EXT. OUTSIDE SCHOOL- 4PM

People walking and driving home from their schools and

places of work.

Jack and Jill are walking home together holding hands.

JACK

All this time you stood there

watching me, I thought you were a

weirdo but you like me.

JILL

Yeah, I love older boys.
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CONTINUED: 2.

JACK

Have you ever kissed an older boy?

JILL

No!!!!

JACK

Do you want to?

JILL

Yes.

Jack drops his head with his eyes closed to kiss but meets

Jill’s index finger.

JILL

But wait until sunset.

EXT. BOTTOM OF THE HILL- 6.55

Dusky hill, a few stars in the sky.

JILL

Do you want to go up there watch

the sunset?

JACK

Why?

JILL

Just that my last boyfriend the

only 1 I had before you was scared,

but I always wanted to watch sunset

up there.

JACK

Welllllll.....

JILL

You might even get that kiss you

wanted.

JACK

OK.

EXT. TOP OF HILL- 7.01

Dusk sky slowly darkening.

Jack is sitting with Jill lying down with her head on Jacks

lap.
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CONTINUED: 3.

JILL

This is lovely. Stars, evening, me,

you. And it’s Friday as well. Oh

how I love you.

JACK

Yeah, lovely.

FADE OUT

FADE IN

It’s now dark and the moon is out along with stars. Jack and

Jill are now looking at the stars.

They starts kissing again but Jack holds Jill too hard and

she falls down the hill and Jack falls tumbling after.

FADE OUT
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